OXYGEN USE CALL CORD 900-800

FEATURES
* DURABLE ABS PLASTIC CASE
* MOLDED RIGHT ANGLE 1/4 INCH PHONE PLUG
* BEACH WHITE FLEXIBLE PVC JACKETED CABLE
* UL APPROVED FOR USE IN OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE
* REMOVABLE PILLOW CLIP
* EASY TO GRIP PENDANT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The EEI and 900-800 Nurse Call Cord provides a means of placing a call through any patient station by momentarily pressing the switch located in the easy to grip pendant. The and 900-800 call cords are designed to be used in areas where medical oxygen is being administered. Each cord is ten feet in length and is provided with a pillow clip for attaching the cord to the bed linen.

ENGINEERS’ SPECIFICATIONS
1. The equipment described shall be manufactured and assembled entirely in the United States of America.
2. A sealed and explosion proof momentary push type switch shall be housed in a plastic shell to be used for placing a call on a patient station.
3. The cord shall be either eight or ten feet in length and constructed of a smooth white PVC jacketed cable.
4. Each cord shall have a molded, right angle 1/4 inch, mono type phone plug.
5. Each cord shall be supplied with a pillow clip for attaching the cord to the bed linen.
6. The cord and pendant shall be shockproof to withstand cleaning and sterilizing.
7. The cord shall be so designed and approved to be used in areas where medical oxygen is being administered.
8. The call cord shall be Underwriters’ Laboratory, Inc. Listed (UL 1069)

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
100-175 PILLOW CLIP
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